Roulette
BETTING & PLAY PROCEDURES
- After the previous decision, the dealer announces “The table is open.” Players can place
as may best as they wish, in accordance with the options offered by the lay down, as
explained on the betting chart.
- The dealer starts the wheel spinning in one directions, and then “throws” the ball (with
some force) in the opposite directions, along the black rail of the bowl.
- As the wheel begins to slow, the dealer calls out “No more bets.” Gravity and decreasing
momentum begin to affect the ball, and it starts it’s decent into the bowl, eventually coming
to rest on the winning number.
- The dealer announces the number, places a winning number indicator on it, and rakes off
the losing bets.
- The winning bets are paid. The winning wagers are NOT removed from the lay down,
unless requested by the player. They can remove themself if desired, or ask the dealer to
do so. If nothing is said, the bets are left to ride on the next spin.
- Winners are paid proper amounts, in accordance with the standard roulette pay out chart.
- A single number win pays 35 to 1. A $1 chip is paid with two stacks fo chips. One stack of
20, the second of 15. The is not just a casino custom, it is standard dealer procedure, with
sound business-like logic. Monte Carol dealers should always use the 20 chip stack
system, just like casino dealers.
THE ZERO & DOUBLE ZERO
These numbers are normally considered to be house numbers. Some people think that the
house winds all bets if the ball lands in either “0 or 00.” This is not the case. Players can
bet on these specific numbers, the same as any others on the betting layout. Bets can also
be made, combining these with their adjacent number of 1, 2, or 3.
With the exception of the bets described, the “0 and 00” are winning decision for the house.
If you have any questions regarding the operation of this machine, please call
740-322-6355 during normal business hours. Have a great event!

